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Astro-Vision YearGuide forecast for 2016

Name  : Sample
Sex  : Male
Date of Birth  : 14 February, 1987  Saturday
Time of Birth (Hr.Min.Sec)  : 06:30:00 AM Standard Time
Time Zone (Hrs.Mins)  : 05:30 East of Greenwich
Time Correction  : Standard Time
Place of Birth  : Chennai
Longitude (Deg.Mins)  : 80.17 East
Latitude  (Deg.Mins)  : 13.5 North
Ayanamsa  : Chitra Paksha = 23 Deg. 40 Min. 34 Sec.
Dasa System  : Vimshottari, Years = 365.25 Days
Birth Star  : Makam 
Star Pada (Quarter)  : 1 
Star Lord  : Ketu
Birth Rasi  : Chingam
Rasi Lord  : Surya 
Lagna (Ascendant)  : Makara
Lagna Lord  : Sani
Thidhi (Lunar Day)  : Prathama, Krishnapaksha
Karanam  : Balava
Nithya Yoga  : Sobana
Sunrise (Hrs.Mins)  : 06:32 AM Standard Time
Sunset (Hrs.Mins)  : 06:14 PM      ''    '' 
Astrological Day of Birth  : Friday
Local Mean Time (LMT)  : Standard Time - 9 Min.

Based on Indian Predictive Astrology

Nirayana Longitude of Planets

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the ayanamsa
value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :
Chitra Paksha =  23Deg.40 Min.34 Sec.
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Planet Longitude Rasi Long. in Rasi Star Pada
Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec   

Lagnam 299:31:27 Makara 29:31:27 Avittam  2
Chandra 123:0:55 Chingam 3:0:55  Makam  1 
Surya 301:6:56 Kumba 1:6:56  Avittam  3 
Budha 319:1:47 Kumba 19:1:47  Chathayam  4 
Shukra 256:21:13 Dhanu 16:21:13  Pooradam  1 
Kuja 1:46:53 Medam 1:46:53  Aswati  1 
Guru 332:27:26 Meena 2:27:26  Pooruttathi  4 
Sani 235:50:11 Vrischika 25:50:11  Thriketta  3 
Rahu 350:29:11 Meena 20:29:11  Revathi  2 
Ketu 170:29:11 Kanni 20:29:11  Atham  4 
Maandi 227:45:24 Vrischika 17:45:24  Thriketta  1 
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Longitude   -80.17
Latitude   +13.5

 
Dasa balance at birth = Ketu 5 Years, 5 Months, 1 Days

Moo = Chandra Sun = Surya Mer = Budha
Ven = Shukra Mar = Kuja Jup = Guru
Sat = Sani Rah = Rahu Ket = Ketu
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Varsha Phal

The sun transits one circle of 360 degrees of the zodiac in a whole year. To analyse the results for a specific year of your
life, a horocope is cast for the time when the Sun in transit reaches exactly where it was at the time of your birth.This
horoscope is used to predict events and foretell your life for that particular year.The annual or progressed horoscope is
similar to that of the Siderial Solar Return chart in Western Astrology.

Varshaphal is also known as the Tajaka or Tajik system of astrology. Of the many writers,Nilakanta and Kesava are the
two great authors who have written elaborately on the Tajik system.

The annual horoscope analysis and predictions given here are based on the principles of the Tajik system. The point
called Varshapravesh,is the entry into the new year and has great significance.This is calculated as per the elaborate
methods suggested in the ancient texts.The day of the week of your birth,is also considered for Varshapravesh. Apart
from the ascendant in the annual chart, called Varsha Lagna other important influences analysed are that of the Muntha,
the Lord of Muntha and the Lord of the year.

There are wide differences in rules, for judging a horoscope under the Parasara system and the Varshaphal. The set of
rules for aspects and combinations in the two systems are distinct. The strength of the planets are ascertained by
Panchavargiya Bala rather than Shadbala,as in the Parasara system.

In the foregoing analysis, you can see that the effects of various factors are sometimes contradictory and at times
reinforcing.While some unfavourable influences are neutralised by favourable factors, often you will experience all these
at least partially at sometime during the year. An overall judgement of the year ahead is given at the end of each annual
forecast.

Please remember that the Varshaphal period covers an entire year from the day of Varshapravesh,which is approximately
from one birthday to another.

The predictions given here are indications of the fortunes ahead and you can surely surmount any hard times,by your
diligence,will-power and the grace of God.

Forecast from 1-January-2016 to 14-February-2016 Year : : 29

Varshapravesh

Date : 14-February-2015
Time : 10.46.32 AM

Annual forecast is applicable for one year starting from the date of Varshapravesh. The longitude of planets and the
annual chart for the time of varshapravesh are given below.

Nirayana Longitude of Planets

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the ayanamsa
value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :
Chitra Paksha =  24Deg.4 Min.10 Sec.
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Planet Longitude Rasi Long. in Rasi Star Pada
Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec   

Lagnam 15:6:50 Medam 15:6:50 Bharani  1
Chandra 236:5:16 Vrischika 26:5:16  Thriketta  3 
Surya 301:6:33 Kumba 1:6:33  Avittam  3 
Budha 277:37:2 Makara 7:37:2  Uthradam  4 
Shukra 327:45:57 Kumba 27:45:57  Pooruttathi  3 
Kuja 331:28:3 Meena 1:28:3  Pooruttathi  4 
Guru 112:34:45 Karkata 22:34:45Retro  Ayilyam  2 
Sani 220:11:6 Vrischika 10:11:6  Anizham  3 
Rahu 168:31:39 Kanni 18:31:39  Atham  3 
Ketu 348:31:39 Meena 18:31:39  Revathi  1 
Maandi 313:27:52 Kumba 13:27:52  Chathayam  3 
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Moo = Chandra Sun = Surya Mer = Budha
Ven = Shukra Mar = Kuja Jup = Guru
Sat = Sani Rah = Rahu Ket = Ketu

Harsha Bala

 Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

First Strength 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
Second Strength 0 0 0 0 0 5 0   
Third Strength 5 5 0 0 5 5 5   
Fourth Strength 0 5 0 0 5 5 0   

Total 5 10 0 0 10 15 5

strength Weak med nil nil med full Weak
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Pancha-Vargiya Bala

 Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Kshetra 22.5 7.5 22.5 7.5 22.5 22.5 22.5   
Uccha 2.565 12.345 7.487 16.752 16.281 18.047 17.757   
Hadda 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 7.5 15.0 3.75   
Drekkana 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 7.5 7.5 2.5   
Navamsa 1.25 1.25 1.25 2.5 3.75 3.75 1.25   

Total 32.565 27.345 37.487 33.002 57.531 66.797 47.757

Vimsopaka 8.141 6.836 9.372 8.251 14.383 16.699 11.939

strength med med med med full extra full

Varsheshwara Candidates

Office Planet Vimsopaka Aspect Eligible
Strength on Lagna or not 

Muntha Lord Shukra 8.251 Friendly Yes 
Birth Lagna Lord Sani 11.939 No Aspect No 
Varsha Lagna LordKuja 14.383 No Aspect No 
Tri-Rasi Lord Surya 6.836 Friendly Yes
Din-Ratri Lord Sani 11.939 No Aspect No

Among the eligible planets, Shukra has the highest strength.
Shukra is selected as Varsheshwara ( Lord of The Year ) 

Effect of Muntha

Muntha is a sensitive point in the annual horoscope. Muntha moves by one rasi per year from the birth ascendant. The
position of Muntha in the annual chart has a significant effect on the results one can expect during the year.
 
Muntha is in the second house. As a young man, you can gain money or gifts unexpectedly. It could be a nice time to try
your hand at lottery, as you will benefit by speculation. You will be luckier than usual in your business deals and stock
market transactions. You can benefit from the sale or purchase of old property. Family and friends will respect you.
Government authorities may be more lenient towards your problems . Some pleasant surprises are awaiting you. There
may be more parties and dinners for you, this year.

Lord of Muntha

The lord of the house where Muntha is placed is called Munthesh, the Lord of Muntha. The effect of Munthesh is only
secondary to that of Muntha.
 
In this case, while Muntha is placed well, the Lord of Muntha also is in a good position. This reinforces the good effects.

The lord of Muntha is in the eleventh house. For you, this year indicates certain gains at work or otherwise. You could
do better at your career than you ever thought you would. You will be a popular man among your family and friends and
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even in your neighbourhood.

Lord of the year

Varsheswara, the lord of the year is selected based on various factors as shown above. The lord of the year has a
significant influence on the events that unfold during the year. The strength of the planet is also an important
consideration.

Venus is the lord of the year and has medium strength. This year, you may have to control your growing needs within a
relatively small income. This may create some difficulties for you and your family. You may experience moments of
mental uneasiness too, at certain times, this year. Misunderstandings could crop up between you and those you are close
with. You need to take time off from your hectic life patterns and give rest to your body and mind. Do stay clear of any
immoral acts. You may lose contact with a close relative of yours. It could be through death or by moving to a far away
place.

Birth Lagna

The position of birth lagna in relation to varsha lagna has special significance.
 
Birth lagna is the annual tenth house. This year will be a generally successful one for you. You will get favours from
seniors and those in power. You will be happy with the progress you achieve in the projects and new ventures you take
up.

Planets in houses

The effects due to the position of planets in different houses of the annual chart are outlined below. These influences
modify the intensity of good and bad results forecast based on the parameters analysed earlier.
 

The eighth house is occupied by Moon. This cautions of mental abberation, problems from unexpected sources, fear of
drowning, subjugation by opponents and temptation for immoral acts.

Sun occupies the eleventh house. This points to gains from government, good income, easy life, but likely health
problems for children.

Mercury is in the tenth house. This indicates comfort of using vehicles, good earning for children and success to
employer.

Venus occupies the eleventh house. This indicates unexpected possession of gold and precious stones, progress of
children and satisfying love life.

Mars is in the twelfth house. This indicates ear and eye troubles, loss of money by theft, scandals, illness to female
members in the family.

Jupiter is in the fourth house. This indicates selling a vehicle and buying another one with profit, all-round happiness and
benefits from the ruling party, success in new ventures.

The eighth house is occupied by Saturn. This points to possible set backs in career, chronic illness, theft and losses.

Rahu occupies the sixth house. This points to annihilation of opponents, career betterment, friendship with notables,
acquisition of cattle and gold, happiness and overcoming sorrow.

Ketu is in the twelfth house. This indicates the desire to indulge in black magic and other mysterious practices, unusual
and dangerous thoughts and actions.
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Summary of effects of planets in houses

Planet Effect

Chandra Unfavourable
Surya Mixed Results
Budha Favourable
Shukra Favourable
Kuja Unfavourable
Guru Favourable
Sani Unfavourable
Rahu Favourable
Ketu Unfavourable

Overall effect of planets in houses:  Favourable

Combined effect of factors analysed

Factor Effect

Muntha Favourable
Muntha Lord Favourable
Varsheshwara Unfavourable
Birth Lagna Favourable
Planets in HousesFavourable

Combined astrological rating for the year:  80 %
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Forecast from 14-February-2016 to 31-December-2016 Year : : 30

Varshapravesh

Date : 14-February-2016
Time : 04.55.42 PM

Annual forecast is applicable for one year starting from the date of Varshapravesh. The longitude of planets and the
annual chart for the time of varshapravesh are given below.

Nirayana Longitude of Planets

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the ayanamsa
value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :
Chitra Paksha =  24Deg.4 Min.54 Sec.
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Planet Longitude Rasi Long. in Rasi Star Pada
Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec   

Lagnam 103:34:5 Karkata 13:34:5 Pooyam  4
Chandra 20:3:55 Medam 20:3:55  Bharani  3 
Surya 301:7:0 Kumba 1:7:0  Avittam  3 
Budha 276:35:3 Makara 6:35:3  Uthradam  3 
Shukra 272:34:44 Makara 2:34:44  Uthradam  2 
Kuja 207:19:31 Tula 27:19:31  Vishakham  3 
Guru 147:1:58 Chingam 27:1:58Retro  Uthram  1 
Sani 231:1:11 Vrischika 21:1:11  Thriketta  2 
Rahu 149:10:18 Chingam 29:10:18  Uthram  1 
Ketu 329:10:18 Kumba 29:10:18  Pooruttathi  3 
Maandi 100:3:23 Karkata 10:3:23  Pooyam  3 

Muntha  Mithuna
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14-February-2016
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Annual Chart

Longitude   -80.17
Latitude   +13.5

 

Moo = Chandra Sun = Surya Mer = Budha
Ven = Shukra Mar = Kuja Jup = Guru
Sat = Sani Rah = Rahu Ket = Ketu

Harsha Bala

 Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

First Strength 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
Second Strength 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
Third Strength 0 0 5 5 5 0 0   
Fourth Strength 0 5 0 0 5 5 0   

Total 0 5 5 5 10 5 0

strength nil Weak Weak Weak med Weak nil
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Pancha-Vargiya Bala

 Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Kshetra 7.5 7.5 22.5 22.5 7.5 7.5 15.0   
Uccha 18.563 12.346 7.602 10.62 9.925 14.219 16.553   
Hadda 3.75 7.5 15.0 3.75 3.75 11.25 3.75   
Drekkana 2.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 7.5 7.5 7.5   
Navamsa 1.25 2.5 3.75 3.75 1.25 5.0 5.0   

Total 33.563 34.846 53.852 45.62 29.925 45.469 47.803

Vimsopaka 8.391 8.712 13.463 11.405 7.481 11.367 11.951

strength med med full full med full full

Varsheshwara Candidates

Office Planet Vimsopaka Aspect Eligible
Strength on Lagna or not 

Muntha Lord Budha 13.463 Inimical Yes 
Birth Lagna Lord Sani 11.951 Friendly Yes 
Varsha Lagna LordChandra 8.391 Inimical Yes 
Tri-Rasi Lord Shukra 11.405 Inimical Yes
Din-Ratri Lord Sani 11.951 Friendly Yes

Among the eligible planets, Budha has the highest strength.
Budha is selected as Varsheshwara ( Lord of The Year ) 

Effect of Muntha

Muntha is a sensitive point in the annual horoscope. Muntha moves by one rasi per year from the birth ascendant. The
position of Muntha in the annual chart has a significant effect on the results one can expect during the year.
 
Position of Muntha in the twelfth house indicates an increase in your expenditure. At this stage of your life, be prudent
about spending and its time you budgeted your expenses too !! Choose your company thoughtfully. There is the chance
to get mixed up with people of doubtful repute. Remember that vices once picked up are hard to shirk off. Do not despair
if you are not rewarded enough for your efforts. Through patience and diligence, you will acheive the goals you have set
for yourself. There could be a change in your position or place of work or stay .Try and avoid  postings at faraway places.

Lord of Muntha

The lord of the house where Muntha is placed is called Munthesh, the Lord of Muntha. The effect of Munthesh is only
secondary to that of Muntha.
 
It is important to note that in your annual chart, the Muntha as well as the Lord of Muntha are in unfavourable positions.
The malefic effects are therefore reinforced.

The lord of Muntha is in the seventh house. For you, this year, this position of Munthesh indicates some periods of ill
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health. Avoid straining your eyes from too much of computers or television. Do try and take adequate rest. You could
undergo moments of anxiety due to your wife or girl friends. Losses may come to you in some unexpected ways. So do
take care.

Lord of the year

Varsheswara, the lord of the year is selected based on various factors as shown above. The lord of the year has a
significant influence on the events that unfold during the year. The strength of the planet is also an important
consideration.

Mercury is the lord of the year and is strong. Over the next few months, you could gain in wealth helped by your
diplomacy and negotiating skills. There could be trade contacts and the acquisition of technical know-how. Your fervent
efforts will be rewarded and literary merits and honours will follow you. You could be successful in  official discussions.
There is a good chance to earn a name if you take interest in sports and games. You will have friends among aristocrats
and learned men. They may help you in becoming a renowned person.

Birth Lagna

The position of birth lagna in relation to varsha lagna has special significance.
 
Birth lagna is the annual seventh house. This year, you could be part of some auspicious celebrations. Its a good time for
romance or even marriage. You will develop new associations which will prove helpful.

Planets in houses

The effects due to the position of planets in different houses of the annual chart are outlined below. These influences
modify the intensity of good and bad results forecast based on the parameters analysed earlier.
 

Moon is in the tenth house. This indicates expansion of trade, happiness, domestic bliss and career improvement.

The eighth house is occupied by the Sun. This cautions of tension and opposition from near and dear ones, illness in the
family and minor health problems such as boils for children.

Mercury is in the seventh house. This points to joy of intimacy with woman, improvement in status, success in
undertakings.

Venus is in the seventh house. This indicates acquisition of new vehicles, increase in pleasures, life of ease, fulfillment
of desires and pleasure trips.

Mars is in the fourth house. This cautions of outbreak of fire, sorrow, sickness to cattle, loss in agriculture but status quo
in business.

Jupiter is positioned in the second house. This indicates financial prosperity, favours from higher authorities, career
betterment and happiness through family memebers.

Saturn is placed in the fifth house. This cautions of serious illness and all sorts of afflictions, mental abberation and
uneasiness and fear of action by state.

Rahu is positioned in the second house. This indicates loss of wealth, health problems, harsh speech and trouble with
government authorities.

The eighth house is occupied by Ketu. This indicates good and pious deeds, good conduct, generosity and religious turn
of mind.
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Summary of effects of planets in houses

Planet Effect

Chandra Favourable
Surya Unfavourable
Budha Favourable
Shukra Favourable
Kuja Unfavourable
Guru Favourable
Sani Unfavourable
Rahu Unfavourable
Ketu Favourable

Overall effect of planets in houses:  Favourable

Combined effect of factors analysed

Factor Effect

Muntha Unfavourable
Muntha Lord Unfavourable
Varsheshwara Favourable
Birth Lagna Favourable
Planets in HousesFavourable

Combined astrological rating for the year:  60 %
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With best wishes : Astro-Vision Futurtech Pvt.Ltd.
First Floor, White Tower, Kuthappadi Road, Thammanam P.O - 682032

[YearGuide 3.0.4.1 Server Edition]

Note:

This report is based on the data provided by you and the best possible research support we have received so far. We do 
not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or the effect of any decision that may be taken on the basis of this report.


